The importance of frequency and amount of electrical stimulation for contractile properties of denervated rat muscles.
Soleus (SOL) and extensor digitorum longus (EDL) muscles were denervated and directly stimulated for 23-69 days through implanted electrodes employing three different patterns. The stimulation was delivered in impulse trains where the pulse frequency differed (20, 75, and 150 Hz), while the train duration (0.3 s) and train repetition rate (1 min-1) were identical. Consequently, the number of pulses varied such that higher frequency was combined with a higher amount of stimulation. In both SOL and EDL the high-frequency pattern resulted in shorter twitch time-to-peak, greater post-tetanic potentiation, and greater tetanic force than the low frequency. Isotonic shortening velocity was increased to the same extent by all the patterns in SOL whereas in EDL fast intrinsic shortening velocity was maintained by the low-frequency pattern while it was decreased by the high-frequency pattern. We attribute this unexpected effect on the EDL to the larger number of pulses in the high-frequency pattern. By combining the present findings with previous data on directly stimulated rat muscles we conclude: in SOL the twitch duration is influenced by both the frequency and the amount of impulse activity, higher frequencies and smaller amounts leading to faster twitches. The EDL twitch duration is similarly dependent on the amount of activity, but the role of frequency is more unclear. In both SOL and EDL the isotonic shortening velocity is reduced by increasing amounts of activity and there is no evidence that impulse frequency plays a role. In EDL force output is strongly influenced by the impulse frequency, low frequencies resulting in low force outputs irrespective of the amount of activity.